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Welcome to the MLC LABS media activity deck!
 

LABS is a program from the Michigan Learning
channel, where our goal is to get teachers
collaborating around using media in K-12

classrooms statewide.
 

This resource is a springboard into this work. Each
card has a prompt to help you think about how
your students will engage with media - either by

viewing and reflecting, discussing, and
responding, or by producing. The activities can be

adapted across content areas and can be used
within a class period as a lesson or even a brief

warm-up or across multiple periods as a more in-
depth project. 

 
However you choose to use this deck, we
want to hear from you! Share what you're

practicing with us and other MLC LABS
teachers so that we can grow together.



Sharing Student Media Projects
 

MLC LABS is a place to exchange ideas and
resources, but also a place to highlight and

celebrate student creators around our state!
 

We want to facilitate partnerships across MLC LABS
classrooms so students can share their projects
directly with other students and offer feedback,

support, and deeper learning.
 

We also want to showcase projects on YouTube,
social media, and our broadcast channel, so don't
forget to share student-created content directly

through the form on the LABS landing page.
 

Always get student and family consent to
share their work! 

 
Visit michiganlearning.org/LABS for more support,

ways to share, and printable resources.



Use the viewing cards to facilitate watching
and responding to film and video content.

Many activities can also be used with text or
photo content.

 
Each card includes a brief prompt and

sometimes additional ideas for creative
engagement or extension. How you use the

prompt in your classroom (i.e. inviting
students to write, discussion, draw, etc.) is

completely up to you and what works in your
space.

 
As always, stay in touch so that we can

showcase how you are using these cards in
your classroom!

VIEWING



Use the producing cards to invite students to
create their own media, either as part of a larger
project or as a short and informal opportunity.

 
Each card features a prompt with some ideas for
application or further development. Depending
on how you use the prompt, you may need to
develop rubrics and assessments and support

students with additional instruction and
resources (we can help!).

 
If you're using the prompts as brief activities, give
yourself permission to just offer the prompt and

see what students do!
 

As always, be in touch - we would love to
collaborate and support you as you develop

larger projects and we will be excited to showcase
any student work - small or large - through our

platforms.

PRODUCING



Ask students to write
about or discuss the ways

that tone and/or mood
are conveyed in the film,
and how these elements

impact viewers.

VIEWING
Analyze tone/mood



Have students think about the
purpose of the film or video,
and then examine different
elements that contribute to

this purpose (narration,
imagery, music/sounds,

pacing, etc)

VIEWING
Analyze purpose



Have students analyze how
characterization was used to

accomplish a purpose in the film or
video. Directors and producers often

think of many elements as
"characters", so invite students to

think critically about the ways
"character" was developed in a
person, setting, object, or idea.

VIEWING
Analyze characterizaton



Have students think about the role
that setting played in the film or

video. For a story, how does the time
and place backdrop impact what

happens? In a nonfiction or
documentary film, how does the

setting connect with or impact the
content or how it is received by

the viewer?

VIEWING
Analyze setting



Invite students to think
critically about the steps the
production team needed to

take in order to make the film
or video. What elements do

they notice? What editing
needed to happen?

VIEWING
Identify process



Invite students to think
critically about the budget and
funding needed to produce the

film or video. They can
research cost and rates and
evaluate the investment and
profit/impact for the project.

VIEWING
Evaluate budget



Have students look at the film
through an accessibility lens - are

there captions? What are the
color levels and lighting like?

Students can research federal
guidelines and expectations and

evaluate the film for different
audiences.

VIEWING
Assess accessibility



Challenge students to evaluate how
the film or video operates from a

diversity and inclusion perspective.
Have them research to guide their
inquiry around who is seen in the
film, what biases and stereotypes

exist, and how the film does or does
not impact inclusion and justice.

VIEWING
Evaluate representation



Invite students to analyze and
critique an interview - what was

done well? What could have been
better? Depending on subject

area, they can focus on
communication, questioning,
depth of content, or all of it!

VIEWING
Analyze an interview



Have students think about what
kind of panel they would convene

to discuss the film or video in front
of an audience. What kinds or
expertise or credentials would

impact a viewing? What questions
would guide discussion or provoke
deeper thought in response to the

film?

VIEWING
Prepare a panel



Invite students to listen deeply to the
sounds and musical elements of the

film or video. How do these elements
contribute to how the film impacts
viewers? What would happen if the
audio were different? Students can

also research the musical artists and
writers, or develop a companion
soundtrack for listening that will

impact reflection around the theme
or purpose of the project.

VIEWING
Listen closely



Invite students to choose clips
from the film or video to cite as
evidence or support for a larger

research project that they might be
working on, or as content that they

can repurpose or remix into a
different creative project. Have

them write about why they chose
specific clips and what they offer 

to their work.

VIEWING
Choose clips



Have students practice
identifying literary or rhetorical
elements such as symbolism,

repetition, or irony. Students can
practice citing specific examples

and discussing how these
elements impact purpose and

reception.

VIEWING
Identify literary elements



Invite students to view the film
through the perspective of

someone in a specific career or
field that connects with your

subject area or a specific unit you
are working through. How would

this person receive the information
or story? How might this person be

motivated to respond or act?

VIEWING
Try a different point of view



Have students identify the major
plot points or moments of

transition for the film or video.
Invite students to discuss how the

transitions impact the mood or
purpose of the film, and ask if they

think the beginning-middle-end
structure is effective for the

identified purpose.

VIEWING
Analyze pacing



Have students try to write a
brief headline or summary
about the film or video. Use
your content standards to

guide what details and
elements students need to
include and how long the

summary can be.

VIEWING
Write a summary



Have students write a critical
review of the film for a popular

publication like the New York Times
or Rotten Tomatoes. Students can

write a personal review or write
from the perspective of an expert
in a particular field, depending on

your learning objectives and
context for using the film 

in your classroom.

VIEWING
Write a review



Help students practice communication
skills by pairing or grouping them and
inviting them to interview each other.

Work together to generate a list of
thoughtful questions that will help

someone open up and speak deeply,
and then have students practice. Have

them use phones to record their
interviews so that they can watch 

them and reflect.

PRODUCING
Interview a friend



Invite students to research a
historical event and create a short

documentary that includes
background, timeline, and details

that connect to learning standards.
They can create the story with

images and a voiceover or deliver 
it as an engaging speech.

PRODUCING
Tell a story



Invite students to research an
environmental issue or showcase

an ecosystem in your local
community. Empower them to
research and record the stories
that they are passionate about

while using curricular standards 
to guide learning and assessment.

PRODUCING
Record a science documentary



Invite students to produce a 
short video exposing a social or

environmental issue and examining
what can be done for positive

change. Help them practice logical
reasoning and persuasive skills to

encourage 
their audience to take action.

PRODUCING
Advocate for change



Invite students to work in small 
groups to organize and host a short
film festival around a specific topic

aligned with your curriculum.
Empower them to think critically about

how films work together, what
messages they want their attendees to

receive, and how they will facilitate
discussion and reflection as a part of

the live or virtual event.

PRODUCING
Host a film festival



Invite students to practice their
foreign or second language skills
by translating a video. They can
create a transcript for captions,
dub an existing video with an
audio recording, or record a
whole new version of a video

that they've watched.

PRODUCING
Translate a video



Invite students to put their
budgeting skills to the test by

creating a plan for a new
production. They can choose to

animate a short, direct a
documentary, host a live debate, or
so much more! But the challenge is
figuring out how to pay for it - and

pitching it to funders!

PRODUCING
Budget for new production



Challenge students to craft a 
proposal for a new movie! Their 

movie can be a re-telling of a novel, 
a depiction of a real historical event, 

or a biopic featuring someone you
have studied in class. Help them think

critically about all components -
production, casting, script writing, set,
marketing - and focus on assessing the

ones in your curriculum.

PRODUCING
Pitch the next blockbuster



Invite students to partner and record
"interviews" of historical figures from
your subject area. One partner will act
as the historical figure and the other as

a show host. They can co-write the
script with quality interview questions
and responses that are supported by

their research, and you can assess
their content knowledge and

production skills.

PRODUCING
Interview a historical figure



Invite students to record 
read-alouds of picture books to be

shared with younger siblings or
another class in your building or

district. Help them think about how
they are reading and what makes a

recorded read-aloud engaging. 
Some students may be able to edit

graphics and other elements to 
help the story come to life!

PRODUCING
Record a read-aloud



Have groups of students record 
a live experiment! Prepare by

providing the space and materials,
and the time to walk through the

process beforehand. They will 
need to have a script that follows 
the scientific process that they are

demonstrating with the experiment.
Share the recordings with 

another class!

PRODUCING
Record a live experiment



Have students design and produce
training videos for specialized

trades or for careers that connect
to your subject area. The videos

can be as simple as making change
at a register or measuring to build
a tree house, or as complicated as
using a new kind of technology or

operating machinery.

PRODUCING
Create a training video



Invite students to record cooking
shows featuring their favorite dishes or

family recipes. Guide them through
uncovering the recipe, practicing the

process, evaluating the 
measurements, and scripting the
performance. When everyone is 
done, watch all of the "episodes"

together and have a potluck!

PRODUCING
Host a cooking show



Invite students to profile local
businesses, restaurants, or

organizations and share their story.
Guide them to think about the

important elements of a feature
story, like history, challenges and

successes, and the unique
personality or character that they

are highlighting. 

PRODUCING
Produce a local feature story



Invite students to research
everyday objects or infamous local

people who have fascinating (or
weird) stories. Let their interests

and passions guide them to make
short, engaging videos that

introduce audiences to a lesser-
known history or detail.

PRODUCING
Share some lesser-known history



Have students create collections 
of objects or artifacts that relate to
a class novel, a scientific inquiry, or
a historical time period. They can

record "unboxing" style videos
where they talk about these

collections and showcase their
content knowledge as an

assessment.

PRODUCING
Record an unboxing video



Have students plan and produce 
a virtual tour of their school, a

place in their community, or their
homes. Help them practice

mapping by planning a route and
support critical thinking by having

them identify the important "stops"
and highlights along the way.

PRODUCING
Host a virtual tour



Use a green screen (or create one
using a sheet or shower curtain) to

record videos of students giving
weather reports, giving speeches in

front of famous monuments, or
being interviewed at a job site. Use
a free app or program to edit in an

engaging background.

PRODUCING
Practice with green screens



Have students illustrate a
concept or summarize

knowledge using a whiteboard
animation. Use an online

program or a real whiteboard to  
create fun drawings and

practice creative zooming 
and editing.

 

PRODUCING
Practice whiteboard animation



Invite students to share their 
talents in a virtual talent show or 

other performance video. 
Depending on content area or 
interest, students can perform 
music, poetry, dance or even 

passionate speeches. Have them 
write a reflection or a rationale to 

meet curricular standards.

PRODUCING
Record a performance



Have students research specific
political issues or broad agendas

and then appear as politicians
delivering speeches or participating

in moderated debates. Create a
rubric to assess their knowledge of
politics, their use of evidence and

reasoning, or their rhetorical skills.

PRODUCING
Broadcast from the campaign trail



Invite students to research a public
monument or memorial in your

community - or have them imagine a
new one - and record a public

dedication. Assess any skills that line
up with your content area - historical

details, storytelling, speaking, etc.
Build in additional skills by having
students design and 3D-print the

monument, too!

PRODUCING
Record a dedication



Have students design a 
museum exhibit and record an

audio guide to go along with it. The
exhibit can align with any subject
matter or content, and the audio

guide should include elements and
details that allow you to assess
using your curricular standards.

PRODUCING
Record an exhibit guide



Help students discover new podcasts
that model skills or content that lines
up with your subject area, either as a

whole class or individually. Then,
have students create their own
podcasts using the style of the

models they listened to. Give them
topics to choose from or let them 

choose their own!

PRODUCING
Record a podcast



Invite students to choose events 
or objects that they want to create
a promotional advertisement for,

either using video (for TV) or audio
(for radio). Use this as an

opportunity to practice research
skills or rhetorical strategies. Go

deeper by having students analyze
data around target audience 

and location.

PRODUCING
Produce a promo



Invite students to practice creating
an informational or promotional

video for social media. Leverage their
knowledge about a character from a
recent reading, assess what they've
learned about a particular topic, or
let them showcase their creativity!
Tip: let your students lead on this
one. They'll know what trends are

popular and effective.

PRODUCING
Practice social content creation



RESOURCES
Tips for watching film or video:

Watch the film or video all the way through
with no discussion or interruptions and
record initial responses.
Watch the film or video more than once with
a different focus each time.
Offer students specific things to look for
during a particular viewing.
Be aware of the film's context (where and
when it was produced, who played a role,
what the intended purpose is).
Balance time for individual reflection, pair
and small group dialogue, and large group
discussion after viewing.
Watch "around" the film - watch other
projects from the same director or
organization and watch other projects that
examine the content from a different
perspective.



RESOURCES
Tips for producing film or video:

Don't be afraid to let students lead - many of
them already create content and are just
looking to be seen and celebrated.
Don't get too hung up on content looking
polished - learning still happened!
Do your research to find great equipment,     
 but recognize that smartphones, ordinary
lamps, and natural backdrops can do a lot!
Watch several different kinds of videos to get    
 a sense for style and technique.
Spend time planning so that you don't have to
spend as much time recording or editing.
Think about audience and what will be 
 engaging and impactful.
Lighting, sound, placement - learn the
vocabulary of production and check all of     your
boxes before turning on the camera or   the
microphone.



RESOURCES
Tools for basic video creation:

Canva (canva.com)
Adobe Express (adobe.com/express 
/create/video)
Flip (info.flip.com)
WeVideo (wevideo.com)
Vimeo Create (vimeo.com/create)
Animoto (animoto.com)
Loom (loom.com/education)
Screencastify (screencastify.com)
Screencast-o-matic (screencast- 
o-matic.com)
Green Screen by Do Ink (iOS app)
iMovie (iOS app)
Explain Everything (iOS app)



RESOURCES
Tools for basic podcast creation:

Soundtrap EDU (soundtrap.com/edu)
Anchor FM (anchor.fm)
Audacity (audacityteam.org)
Synth (gosynth.com)
Squadcast (squadcast.fm)
GarageBand (iOS app)



RESOURCES
For more media and learning:

StoryMaker (story-maker.org)
KQED Learn (learn.kqed.org)
NPR Student Podcast Challenge
Common Sense Education
(commonsensemedia.org)
Edutopia (edutopia.org)
ISTE (iste.org)
PBS Learning Media
pbs.org



RESOURCES
For publishing and sharing:

Youtube
Soundcloud
Anchor
Vimeo
iTunes
Spotify
Flip
Social media


